?

Got an idea
Turn your lightbulb moment
into a bright future with
our expert advice
and support

one stop
ideas shop

When do they run?

Who are the experts?

The one stop ideas shop normally runs on the
2nd Monday and 4th Thursday of the month.
Details of times and dates available when you book.

Confidential guidance is provided by experts
in the field including:
• N J Akers & Co Chartered Patent Attorneys
• Plymouth PATLIB

Where can I find them?
Plymouth
Plymouth University Campus
Drake Circus, Plymouth PL4 8AA.

one stop ideas shop is designed to support people

Cornwall

who have a business idea or product they’d
like to explore and take further.

Pool Innovation Centre
Trevenson Road, Pool, Redruth, Cornwall TR15 3PL
Tremough Innovation Centre
Tremough Campus, Penryn, Cornwall TR10 9TA

In just one appointment you can talk through your ideas
with experts in a confidential and friendly setting,
receive face-to-face guidance on how to protect
your intellectual property and look at the
potential for business opportunities.

Health & Wellbeing Innovation Centre
Treliske, Truro, Cornwall TR1 3FF

Is it for me?
These events are for all individuals with a product or business
idea. If you already have a business but have ideas for a new
service or product, you are also encouraged to attend.

What are the benefits?
• Get it right from the start with a one hour confidential
meeting with experts
• Save time with 1:1 help with patent searching
• Discover how to protect your intellectual property
• Gain the knowledge and confidence to develop
a commercial idea
• Get a plan of action to help you with your next steps

What do I get?
You will receive advice from a range of experts and specialists
that would normally be valued at over £600.
Attending the one stop ideas shop costs £25, which is refundable
for students or anyone who is currently unemployed. The £25
covers an admin fee – all your expert advice, support and
information is completely free.

“

This is a great place
to sound out a new idea
with experts from various
business fields in a friendly
and informal atmosphere
and check that you are
on the right track.

”

How do I book?
Places fill up quickly each month
so don’t leave it too late.
To book or to find out about dates and venues
please contact the Enterprise Solutions Team:

0800 052 5600
enterprisesolutions@plymouth.ac.uk
www.plymouth.ac.uk/enterprisesolutions

• Outset Finance
• Bright Solicitors
• Francis Clark Chartered Accountants
• Cornwall Innovation
• Upbeat Solutions
• Stephens Scown Solicitors
• Plymouth University
• Social Enterprise University Enterprise Network
• Formation Zone

Read on for some of our
case studies and see how
one stop ideas shop
has helped people
like you

James Avery

Case
Study

Saltash

Nichola Pinder

Case
Study

Plymouth

Photohub

Swingate Cots Ltd

Photohub is an online gallery which exhibits
and sells talented and emerging artists’ fine
art photography prints to consumers and
the corporate market.

Swingate Cots designs and sells babies’ cotbeds
suitable for parents and carers who have difficulties
supporting their children due to back issues.

www.swingatecots.com

www.photo-hub.co.uk
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Attending one stop ideas shop

How it’s helped since

At first I felt slightly daunted, having to explain
my business idea to a mixture of professionals
in a confined environment. That feeling soon gave
way once the introductions were out of the way,
the atmosphere remained professional but friendly
and helpful. The professionals worked well together,
helping me to understand the barriers that I faced
and ways to overcome those problems.

Since attending the one stop ideas shop I have trade
marked Photohub to help protect the trading name.
I have formulated sound legal contracts for the affiliated
artists and I have put together buyer terms and
conditions for the website and IP legals.

I was referred to the one stop ideas shop through
Gregg Harding of Outset Finance. The process was
well organised, having an hour or so with Plymouth
PATLIB (intellectual property service) first and then
with the expert panel of accountants, lawyers
and a commercialisation manager. Everyone was
knowledgeable and really helpful. I found the
whole process extremely useful. PATLIB had already
researched my idea to check for existing patents
before I turned up!

I have secured funding and have just commissioned
the manufacture of the 3rd prototype. We have an
informational website set up at present with plans
to link it to an e-commerce site once we have the
finalised product.

I have sourced around 45 artists and now sell to
corporates using some of the techniques given
to me during the one stop ideas shop session.

The benefits to me
I found the process very useful. One stop ideas shop
was the single most enlightening experience that
I encountered during the start-up process of Photohub.
Many aspects of the business were covered including
Intellectual Property (IP), Marketing, Strategic Planning
and ways to work with local business to produce and
promote Photohub’s products and services.
The professionals unearthed some IP issues that I
may face and measures that would need to be put
into place to avoid potential legal action from
affiliates and third parties.

“

One stop ideas shop was the
single most enlightening experience
that I encountered during the
start-up process of Photohub

”

My recommendation

The benefits to me

I would recommend this service to any
person that requires help and guidance
with their business, especially at start-up
stage. The knowledge and experience of
the professionals accelerated the progression
of Photohub and helped me to avoid some
big pitfalls.

I discovered how to search successfully for patents
with PATLIB and specific information regarding
similar products to mine. I left with a clear, step
by step plan specific to my business. The expert
advice allowed me to move forward with confidence
and renewed vigour.

“

I left with a clear, step by step
plan specific to my business

”

My recommendation
I would recommend the one stop ideas shop
to any budding entrepreneur who thinks
they have a new idea worth investing in
intellectual property protection and looking
for the next step forward.

Jeremy Robins

Case
Study

St Austell

Sarah James

Case
Study

Plymouth
My business idea is built around an
innovative product for the women’s
footwear industry.

JER Innovations Ltd
My business idea is an innovative coil design that
massively decreases the financial and environmental
costs of installing a solar thermal system by using
a specific coil design, a specialised material and
innovative process.
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How it’s helped since

I first found out about the one stop ideas shop whilst
searching how to progress with an innovative idea
on the internet. The session helped me lay out a
realistic and structured path through the unknown
and surprisingly complex, early stages of the innovation
process. The one stop ideas shop gave me direct
access to specialist individuals and companies.

I now have professionally produced CAD engineering
drawings of my innovation, a 3D printed initial
prototype, a UK patent application and technical proof
of concept data, proving the innovation actually works.
I also have professionally gathered market research
information which demonstrates serious market
potential. All of these contacts are directly linked
to the one stop ideas shop.

I was looking into patents and found Plymouth PATLIB
(intellectual property service) which was linked to the
one stop ideas shop. I thought it was going to be like
meeting a panel from Dragons’ Den, but this wasn’t the
case. They listened and were professional and honest
throughout – not once did I feel uncomfortable.

I have been working on getting my prototype finished
and I’m looking for a designer in the right field to
guide me on my next step. I have learnt a lot through
studying and by completing market research and have
also been to four workshop courses through Outset
Finance. This has made me realise I still have a lot
to learn about running a business!

The benefits to me
The one stop ideas shop put me in contact with
Plymouth PATLIB (intellectual property service) and
I searched for an initial patent to see if the idea was
individual and suitable. This led to a follow up meeting
with a PATLIB research specialist. I then progressed on
to a paid pre-patent search, carried out by the British
Library, which finally led onto a full patent application.
The one stop ideas shop also introduced me
to Plymouth University’s Faculty for Science and
Technology who carried out an eight month
successful laboratory testing program of my idea.

“

It puts you in touch with who
you need to know in order to
move beyond just another idea

”

My recommendation
We all have ideas or innovative thoughts
now and again – the one stop ideas shop
is for those of us who think their innovative
idea is worth pushing forward for someone
to comment on. It puts you in touch with
who you need to know in order to move
beyond just another idea.

They told me exactly what they thought of my idea,
where I need to improve and then where I needed
to go in order to get my idea off the ground.

My recommendation
The benefits to me
My time with the one stop ideas shop has helped
immensely and I wouldn’t have got anywhere with
my idea otherwise. I had no clue what to do at the
start and the help they gave me was exactly what
I needed.

“

Going to the one stop ideas shop
may just change your life

”

I’d recommend this process to anyone who
has an idea they believe in and isn’t sure
what to do about it. Going to the one stop
ideas shop may just change your life.

To find out more or to book, contact
Plymouth University’s Enterprise Solutions:
Call: 0800 052 5600 or Email: enterprisesolutions@plymouth.ac.uk

www.plymouth.ac.uk/enterprisesolutions

“

one stop ideas shop
has a team of very
knowledgeable and
sharp thinking experts
who can see potential
benefits/problems
that you will probably
not have foreseen.

”
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